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Abstract
Introduction:  Traditionally, the vast majority of meningiomas have been benign lesions with a low
propensity for regrowth or spread following gross total removal. Over the past five years, our center has
encountered a sharp increase in the percentage of meningiomas with pathological evidence of atypical or
malignant features. This report addresses our growing experience with this entity.

Methods:  We retrospectively reviewed records of all patients evaluated for a meningioma at our center from
2002-2009. Patients followed with serial imaging studies or treated presumptively with radiosurgery without
pathological diagnosis were excluded from review.

Results:  Over an eight year period, we encountered 382 patients with a presumptive diagnosis of
meningioma and operated on 187. Of these, 18 (9.6%) had atypical or malignant features on pathological
evaluation. In this group, five had previously undergone cranial irradiation (three for childhood leukemia);
the remainder had no obvious predisposing factors. Six involved the skull base; the remainder were
convexity or parasagittal. Despite aggressive resection, all lesions recurred and required additional surgery
and adjuvant radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy.

Conclusions:  Based on our experience, it is possible that the incidence of atypical/malignant meningiomas
is increasing. This may be due to a growing population of childhood cancer survivors, though most patients
had no obvious predisposing factors. The referral nature of our practice may have contributed to our
encountering more complex lesions; but other than local edema, these lesions did not demonstrate unusual
features suggesting malignancy on preoperative imaging. In our experience, meningiomas no longer
represents a uniformly benign disorder. This information may be important when counseling patients
regarding prognosis, particularly before a pathological diagnosis has been made. 
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Introduction
Meningiomas have traditionally been considered benign tumors. Many lesions are followed with serial
imaging without biopsy or resection because of their presumed benign natural history. In addition, most
neurosurgeons are trained to tell their patients that these lesions are “almost always” benign when
addressing issues of prognosis, particularly in the preoperative period. Over the past five years, we have
encountered a steady increase in the percentage of atypical or malignant meningiomas seen in our
subspecialized brain tumor practice. This study was undertaken to better understand the exact percentages
of Grade II and Grade III lesions seen within our practice.

Materials And Methods
We retrospectively reviewed records of all patients evaluated for a meningioma at our tertiary referral center
from 2002-2009. Based at a private hospital, our center represents a multidisciplinary brain tumor program,
which includes subspecialized neurosurgery, radiation medicine, and neuro-oncology. Patients followed
with serial imaging studies or treated presumptively with radiosurgery without pathological diagnosis were
excluded from review. Only patients with a formal pathological report available for review were included in
the study. Reports of imaging studies, pathology reports, operative notes, and outpatient clinic records were
reviewed in all cases. Pathological grading was evaluated based on the 2007 WHO guidelines [1].

Results
Over an eight year period, we encountered 382 patients with a presumptive diagnosis of meningioma and
operated on 187. Of these, 18 (9.6%) had atypical or malignant features on pathological evaluation. In this
group, five had previously undergone cranial irradiation (three for childhood leukemia); the remainder had
no obvious predisposing factors. Six involved the skull base; the remainders were convexity or parasagittal.
Despite aggressive resection, all lesions recurred and required additional surgery as well as adjuvant
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radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy.

Discussion
Based upon morphologic criteria, the World Health Organization (WHO) divides meningiomas into three
groups. Grade I meningiomas are lesions considered to have a low risk of recurrence, and non-aggressive re-
growth. More severely, Grade II (atypical, clear cell, chordoid) and Grade III (rhabdoid, papillary,
anaplastic) are lesions with a greater risk of recurrence and aggressive behavior. Grade II and III lesions
characteristically have a higher cell proliferative index and a tendency of brain invasion [1-2]. Histologically,
there is an increase in cellularity of small cells with a profound increment of mitotic activity, which is
characterized by a high nuclear/cytoplasm ratio, prominent nucleoli, uninterrupted patternless
growth/sheet-like growth, and foci of spontaneous necrosis. Mitotic activity is more pronounced with Grade
III lesions, occasionally resembling a carcinoma, sarcoma, or melanoma [3].

Previous studies have demonstrated an association between radiation and subsequent development of
meningiomas [4-5]. In our series, five patients (1.31%) had a clinical history of previous radiation exposure;
three of those patients (60%) underwent irradiation due to childhood leukemia. Aggressive meningiomas
seem to be significantly higher in our series, with 9.6% of patients having atypical or malignant features on
pathological evaluation. Seventeen of 18 treated patients (94%) had Grade II lesions, and a single case (6%)
was reported as a Grade III meningioma. Six lesions involved the skull base; the remainder were convexity or
parasagittal lesions. Despite aggressive resection, all tumors recurred, requiring additional surgery and
adjuvant radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy.

We are aware that our study has several limitations, including the fact that it represents a retrospective chart
review. We suspect that the increasing incidence of more aggressive meningiomas may be related to a
growing number of childhood cancer survivors seen in our practice, though the majority of patients in our
cohort had no obvious predisposing factors. More importantly, the current WHO 2007 grading system
represented a significant change from the 1993 version. More objective and reproducible definitions of Grade
II and III meningiomas may be resulting in a grading shift with increasing numbers of patients re-graded as
WHO II tumors [6]. Along these lines, more recent comparative studies that have utilized the WHO criteria
published in 2007 have shown a significant increase in the incidence of Grade II meningiomas, rising from a
range of 5-7% to a range as high as 20-38% [7-8].

Conclusions
Based on our experience, it is possible that the incidence of atypical/malignant meningiomas is increasing.
This may be due to a growing population of childhood cancer survivors, though most patients had no obvious
predisposing factors. The referral nature of our practice may have contributed to our encountering more
complex lesions; but other than local edema, these lesions did not demonstrate unusual features suggesting
malignancy on preoperative imaging. In our experience, meningiomas no longer represent a uniformly
benign disorder. This information may be important when counseling patients regarding prognosis,
particularly before a pathological diagnosis has been made.
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